
 

 

1.6J
 

1.6J. MORE THAN ONE SERIES STATEMENT 

If some parts or issues of a multipart item or serial are published in one series and other
parts/issues are published in another series, precede each series title with an indication of the
particular parts or issues to which that series title applies.  If a series has changed its title (cf. AACR2 
21.2C and its LCRI), treat each title as a separate series. Separate the indication of the particular 
parts from the series title with a colon-space. 

300 $a 5 v. ; $c 14 cm. 
490 $3 v. 1, 3-5: $a Music bibliographies ; $v 12, 15, * 

21-22 
490 $3 v. 2: $a Baroque musical studies ; $v 2 * 

(Volumes of multipart item are in different series) 

300 $a 10 v. : $b ill. ; $c 28 cm.
490 $3 v. 1-8: $a Anthropological monographs ; $v no. * 

23-30 
490 $3 v. 9-10: $a Art and anthropological monographs * 

; $v no. 31-32
(Title of series changed with no. 31) 

300 $a v. ; $c 28 cm.

490 $3 1969-1979: $a DHEW publication *
 
490 $3 1980- : $a DHHS publication *
 

(Title of series changed. Series statement is on a 
bibliographic record for a serial; numbering of volumes in
series is not included) 

If all the parts or issues appear in one series and some of the parts or issues appear also in
another series, precede the second series title with an indication of the particular parts or issues
applicable to that title. 

300 $a 3 v. ; $c 20 cm.
 
490 $a Testi del Risorgimento ; $v 4-6 *
 
490 $3 v. 2: $a Saggi e documentazioni ; $v 17 *
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